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Executive Summary 
The Stanley Park Railway is a popular attraction in Vancouver welcoming over 200,000 annual visitors [1]. The 

15-minute ride takes passengers through 2km of Stanley Park Forest, which was devastated by Typhoon Freda in 

1962 [1]. The Stanley Park Railway requires a new drivetrain solution to continue operating. This is due to a 

recent abundance of mechanical failures within the Stanley Park Railway’s ride vehicles and a call for an overall 

lower emission ride experience. The Stanley Park Railway Revitalization Collective (SPRRC) was formed in 

collaboration with CityStudio and Simon Fraser University. This detail design report summarizes the SPRRC’s 

planned retrofit design and accompanying implementation plan. 

In the introduction section the SPRRC presented an overview of the project, including the problem statement, 

scope, and status. The problem scope details the different objectives intended to be covered by the detail design 

report. The introduction also mentioned the status of the project, particularly the last deliverable and its role as a 

precursor of the detailed design report. 

The SPRRC used measurement devices to gather empirical data at the current Stanley Park Railway train to 

generate a close-to-reality ride profile and size the retrofitted components accordingly. The energy requirements 

section detailed the calculations performed on the data gathered used to model the load. The trains average 

acceleration throughout the loop was found to be around 0 m/s2 and 0.5m/s2 when the train was actively 

accelerating. Assumptions which were previous made by the SPRRC were challenged and modified based on the 

results presented by the data gathered on-site. The data-based assumption for power requirements per run was 

found to be 0.87 kWh. 

The engineering standards section listed and briefly explained different EV standards written by the Society of 

Automotive Engineers (SAE) regarding EVs and their electrical components. These standards are updated every 

five years and are used throughout the report to guide in design.  

After careful examination and sizing of the current compartments of the train, the SPRRC found AC motors to be 

the best choice for the baseline profile of the loading as well as the space available. Specifically, a 36.8 kW (50 

HP) continuous 64.7 kW (88 HP) peak AC motor was chosen [2]. Different subsystems grouped by their function 

were explained and placed in a model of the train along with a model for the current systems of the train. The 

chosen battery was a Tesla Model S battery module which can be paired with other modules to increase the 

capacity of the battery.  

With a physical understanding of where each subsystem would be located as well as the components pertaining 

to each of the subsystems, the SPRRC broke down each subsystem and explained their components and design 

choices for each section as well as the process of mounting the components and systems to the train. Elements 

such as DC/DC converters, fuses, motor and charge controllers, and electrical safety components were discussed 

throughout the subsections. The selected charge controller was the Manzanita Micro PFC 40-XM and the motor 

controller was chosen to be the Curtis 1239e-8521 controller [2]. The subsystem overview section finishes with 

a bill of materials for all the elements necessary for the retrofit which come to a total cost of $36,790.19. 

The last section of the detailed design report outlines an installation plan that includes the removal of the gas 

engine as well as the radiator and the transmission. A detailed description of the installation of the new systems 

is also covered. 
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Glossary 
Belt Drive Reducer – A flexible band that transmits and modifies rotational motion which allows for more speed 

or torque [3]. 

Brake Lever – The control for the braking system that limits air flow to the brake cylinders [4]. 

Charge Controller – A charge controller is implemented to achieve different amperes and voltages when charging 

a battery [5]. 

Charge Port – Point of contact between the charging elements in the train and the on-site charger. Delivers the 

power to the charge controller for it to distribute onto the battery [6]. 

Compressor – Device used to increase the pressure of a gas (usually) by reducing the volume of the gas [7].  

DC-DC Converter – Electronic device used to regulate DC output voltage and current levels [8]. 

Driveshaft – Automotive component responsible for transferring torque usually through a distance [9]. 

F/R/N - Abbreviation for Forward/Reverse/Neutral gears 

Fusebox – Central unit which houses most of the fuses in an electric circuit. [10] 

Gearbox – Device that houses gears which aid with the torque and speed of the wheels [11]. 

Key Switch – Used to restrict access to machinery and allowing power to be on or off [12]. 

Contactor – Low powered switch which is placed to turn a high-power circuit on and off. [13] 

Protection/Disconnect – Mechanical switch that ensures the de-energization of a circuit. [14] 
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1. Introduction 

The Stanley Park Railway is a popular attraction in Vancouver with multiple events on popular holidays such as 

Easter, Halloween, and most of December around Christmas time. The train has been in place since the 1960s [1] 

and has witnessed multiple generations enjoying the ride.   

1.1 Problem Statement 

The Stanley Park Train has become an unviable attraction largely because of the public’s dissatisfaction with the 

ride’s tailpipe emissions, and the ride’s high maintenance costs. In the ride’s current state, the train will not be 

able to service the Stanley Park Railway’s seasonal events. 

1.2 Project Scope 

At the request of the Stanley Park Railway, the Stanley Park Railway Revitalization Collective (SPRRC) has 

begun a design project in pursuit of updating the Stanley Park Train to address public concerns and increase ride 

viability. 

The scope of this design process has been limited to the following activities which follow from the concept design 

report which outlined preliminary calculations and a breakdown of possible solutions including a weighted matrix. 

 

Investigation of sustainable energy-based drivetrains that can be installed within a modified ride 

 vehicle. 

  

Design of a drivetrain system with a proposed sustainable energy powered technology. 

 

 Creation of a bill of materials for the capital cost of the proposed design. 

 

 Creation of an annual maintenance costs estimate of the proposed design. 

 

 Creation of drivetrain technical specifications and diagrams for the proposed design. 

 

Creation of a sustainability and economics report to display environmental and financial benefits of the 

project. 

 

The scope of this project is limited solely to the design of the train drivetrain system. Although surrounding 

auxiliary systems will be acknowledged and provisioned necessary energy for their function, no change to these 

systems are planned presently. These auxiliary systems include the train sound system, air brake system, and 

powered ornamental pieces. The drivetrain will also be designed to not disturb the current ride aesthetics. 

1.3 Project Status 

The SPRRC’s latest report centered around the concept design of the drivetrain retrofit. The Concept Design 

Report outlined the power specifications required for the function of the train. In addition, the Concept Design 

Report utilized a weighted evaluation matrix to select between three possible technologies to be used in the final 

retrofit design. The results of the Concept Design Report showed that based on the SPRRC’s evaluation methods, 

a design that incorporated an electric motor with a voltaic cell was the optimal design choice. 
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1.4 Overview of Detail Design 

The battery-powered drivetrain design will be completed by swapping the train’s current internal combustion 

engine (ICE) with an electric motor. The SPRRC has optimized their design to balance current mechanical losses 

with a desire to limit the number of custom manufactured components and disruption to auxiliary systems. 

Therefore, the SPRRC has decided that a geared electric motor is to be connected at the end of the driveshaft 

currently attached to the locomotive’s transmission. This design will in turn retain all the current driveline gearing 

excluding the transmission. The SPRRC’s design will also not alter any connections to the train’s wheels.  

As previously stated, the train’s current auxiliary systems which include the braking and sound systems will also 

remain viable, with any alteration in their power supply being accounted for within the following design. All 

power required for the modified train will now source its power from a battery pack adjacent to the motor in the 

under-seat compartment of the train. 

1.5 Report Description 

In the following Detail Design report, the SPRRC will detail the chosen retrofit design for the train. The first 

section discussed is the Energy Requirements, which defines the baseline performance requirements on the train 

based on new experimental onsite recordings. In this section, elements such as drivetrain power and energy 

requirements are determined. After the energy requirements of the drivetrain are defined, the next section is the 

Schematic Design section, which outlines the conceptual interconnection of subsystems within the retrofit design. 

In this section the SPRRC details the purpose of each system and its associated capital cost. The final section of 

this report is the Installation Plan, which summarizes the process in which the ICE drivetrain components will be 

removed, and how the subsequent installation of the retrofitted drivetrain components will take place.  

2. Energy Requirements 

Before further detailed design can be outlined, there is a necessity to set the baseline performance specifications 

that the new drivetrain retrofit must accomplish. A draft version of these specifications was incorporated into the 

SPRRC’s Concept Design Report but modifications to these estimates have needed to take place due to the advent 

of new experimentally sourced data taken by the SPRRC onsite. This new data altered some of the SPRRC’s 

assumptions when it came to defining the acceleration profiles undertaken by the train during normal operation. 

As such, this section will detail the alterations made to the definition of the performance specifications of the 

retrofitted drivetrain system. In addition, these new performance metrics will be used to prescribe the 

specifications of the components used in the subsystems’ detail design. 

For further description on how the preceding calculations were completed, please refer to Appendix A for sample 

calculations. 

2.1 Experimental Findings for Acceleration Profiles 

After consultation with the SPRRC’s client and support team, it became clear to the SPRRC that the assumption 

of a 1m/s2 average train acceleration seen in the Concept Design Report was too great. Therefore, the SPRRC 

decided to conduct field testing on the train to determine its exact acceleration profile.  

The testing was conducted using the onboard accelerometers on a Samsung Galaxy S9 smartphone. The phone 

was placed on the floor of the carriage directly behind the locomotive. The acceleration of the phone was sampled 

over the duration of an entire 11.5-minute trip around the track with the train being driven with an experienced 

operator. The operator was asked to try and simulate a trip around the track to match that of a holiday event. 

Figure 1 shows the acceleration output from this trial. 
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Figure 1:Experimental Acceleration Profile 

One factor that became quite evident during the testing process was that there was a significant amount of 

vibration that in turn, produced noisy data. The rapid motion caused at the railway ties along the track also caused 

large amounts of sudden large outlier acceleration samples. After considering the imperfections as outliers in the 

collected data, the SPRRC was able to reveal two important parameters to assist in provisioning their retrofit 

design.  

First, the acceleration profile shown in Figure 1 shows that the average acceleration is centered around 0 m/s2. 

This average acceleration shows that the train stayed at a nearly constant velocity throughout the entire lap of the 

track.  

Secondly, when the train was accelerating, the average forward acceleration was approximately 0.5m/s2. This 

forward acceleration parameter enables a better representation of the acceleration that the drivetrain will have to 

provide. This parameter was further supported by confirmation with the chief train operator on the time it takes 

the train to accelerate to full speed from standstill. 
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2.2 Definition of Drivetrain Power Requirements 

To define the power requirements of the drivetrain, a modified version of the drivetrain power calculations seen 

in the SPRRC’s Concept Design Report will be used. A detailed version of these calculations will be provided in 

Appendix A. 

The maximum power the retrofitted drivetrain will need to provide will occur when the train is accelerating from 

a standstill up the three-degree sloped hill in the middle of the track loop. Figure 2 shows a free body diagram of 

this scenario. 

 

3° 
FGravity

 

Figure 2: Free Body Diagram of Maximum Power Case 

The maximum power input required by the drivetrain can be determined using the formula shown in Equation 1. 

The maximum power required is denoted by Pmax. The force required by the drivetrain at the wheels to push the 

train up the hill at the average forward acceleration is denoted by F. The maximum velocity seen in the scenario 

is denoted by Vmax. 

 

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 =  (𝐹)(𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥)            (1) 

 

Substituting the calculated parameters shown in Table 1, the maximum power required by the drivetrain can be 

calculated. 
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Table 1: Relevant Power Parameters 

Calculated Parameter  Parameter description Magnitude 

Vmax Maximum velocity of the train 2.8m/s 

FGravity Force of gravity acting against the direction of motion 8400N 

FRolling Resistance  Force due to rolling resistance 380N 

Fnet Force due to the acceleration of the train 8200N 

FEngine Force required by drivetrain 17000N 

 

Given the parameters seen in Table 1, the maximum power required to be supplied by the drivetrain (Pmax) is 

47kW (63 HP). 

 

2.3 Definition of Baseline Drivetrain Energy Requirements 

To provision the amount of energy the drivetrain will have to be able to store and supply for an entire event day, 

a profile of power usage must be generated. The calculation of energy requirements will incorporate the three 

power supply scenarios seen in the Concept Design Report, now using the experimental acceleration value. These 

three power supply scenarios are acceleration on a flat plane, travel at a constant velocity on a flat plane and 

constant velocity up the hill (which has an assumed maximum slope of three degrees). A summary of the 

calculation for the average power supplied in each scenario is displayed in Table 2.  

Table 2: Summary of Average Power Calculations 

Power Scenario Average Power Required 

Acceleration on Flat Plane  12kW 

Constant Velocity on Flat Plane  1.1kW 

Constant Velocity on Hill 25kW 

 

To obtain an estimate of the train energy requirements, each of the power scenarios seen in Table 2 was allocated 

the amount of time the SPRRC believes the train is traveling within that phase. This time allocation was 

determined using a video recording of a train lap where differences in speed could be observed. Table 3 displays 

the time allocation and energy usage of each power scenario. 
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Table 3: Time Allocation and Energy Usage for Each Power Scenario 

Power Scenario Time Allocation Energy Usage (kWh) 

Acceleration on Flat Plane  5s 0.017 

Constant Velocity on Flat Plane  9.75min 0.17 

Constant Velocity on Hill 1.7 min 0.68 

TOTAL 11.5 min 0.87 

3. Engineering Standards 

Given the time allocations seen in Table 3, the average energy usage per run around the track is estimated to be 

0.87 kWh. This will be used as the baseline energy requirements needed to be provided by the drivetrain retrofit. 

Keeping the SPRRC’s design in line with industry standards is imperative for the group to minimize electrical, 

mechanical, and overall safety hazards. The standards followed by the SPRRC in this project are the ones outlined 

by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) which are discussed in Table 4. 

Table 4: Summary of Engineering Standards Utilized in Design 

Guideline Name Recommended Practice Number  Content Summary 

High Voltage Automotive Wiring 

Assembly Design 

SAE- J1673 [15] Design and application of wiring 

systems for AC and DC systems 

between 50 and 600 V RMS.  

Unshielded High Voltage Primary 

Cable 

SAE- J1654 [15] Implementation of unshielded 22-

guage or larger cable for a system 

with 600 to 100 V AC RMS or DC. 

Electric Vehicle and Plug in Hybrid 

Electric Vehicle Conductive 

Charge Coupler 

SAE- J1772 [15] Description of a properly charging 

method between the supply 

network and an EV or PHEV. 

Packaging of Electric Vehicle 

Battery Modules 

SAE- J1797 [15] Standardization of packing of 

battery modules including safety, 

package sizing and specific 

component information.  

Power Quality Requirements for 

Plug-in Electric Vehicle Chargers 

SAE- J2894 [15] Design and manufacturing of 

charger characteristics based on the 

servicing AC network 

Electric and Hybrid Electric 

Vehicle Rechargeable Energy 

SAE- J2464 [15] Testing on rechargeable energy 

storage systems and their response 

to abuse is done to expose the 
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Storage System Safety and Abuse 

Testing 

hazards of such systems in surface 

vehicle applications. 

Energy Transfer System for 

Electric Vehicles – Part 1: 

Functional Requirements and 

System Architectures 

SAE- J2293-1 [15] Recommended practice on the 

availability and ease of charging 

infrastructure for EVs. 

 

Some standards (such as J1673, J1797, J2293-1 in Table 4 have been stabilized by committees at SAE which 

occurs when a standard is no longer revised every 5 years. Stabilizing occurs after negligible change occurs in 

the 5-year span that is given to every standard [15]. 

4. Schematic design  

4.1 Pre-Design Research Summary 

To gain a deeper understanding of the space and systems currently on the locomotive, the SPRRC focused on 

research regarding the specifications of the systems that will power the train. After completion of this research, 

the SPRRC found that an AC motor is best suited for the retrofit implementation due to its wide market availability 

for the size required, high durability and high torque produced. Given the high amount of torque needed to drive 

the train, the SPRRC has decided that a belt driven speed reducer must also be attached to the motor. 

Another important discussion the design team had was whether to keep the transmission of the train. The SPRRC 

decided to remove the transmission due to an assumption that the amount of mechanical energy loss that would 

occur would be significant. The removal of the transmission also enables the reduction of custom parts needed 

and allows the removal of the train’s current radiator which increases the space for new components, and reduces 

energy needs.  

The location of the battery module was also discussed as a part of the SPRRC’s preliminary research. The initial 

thought was to place the battery in the location of the fuel tank within the locomotive’s boiler. However, upon 

measuring the space, it was decided that the more ideal space would be in the current location of the locomotive’s 

ICE. This overall solution – of an AC induction motor powered by lithium-ion batteries – was developed to satisfy 

all the specifications detailed in the concept design and is further referenced in Appendix A. 

4.2 Overview of Schematic Design 

For the schematic shown in Figure 3 different colors represent different subsystems of the retrofit solution. Red 

represents the mechanical energy transfer subsystem which includes all the elements that allow for torque to be 

applied at the wheel. The elements presented in the mechanical energy transfer subsystem are the motor, the 

dropdown gearbox, and the driveshaft. The dropdown gearbox and the driveshaft will be kept from the non-

retrofitted design and the motor will be replaced. Green represents the driver control subsystem which contains 

the train operator’s controls and system status instrumentation. This subsystem includes input devices such as the 

throttle, direction control, brake lever, and audio settings. Purple represents the charging system which includes 

a controller, a charge port, and the on-site charger. Orange represents the elements related to the energy source 

such as the main battery, the converter for the 12V battery and the 12V battery itself. Yellow represents auxiliary 

systems which are systems not directly powered by the main battery. Finally, blue represents system controls 

which control the power delivered to the motor and other subsystems.
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Figure 3: Retrofit Schematic Design 
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To better understand the location of the subsystems in the train, Figure 4 places each of the subsystems in an 

approximate location. It is important to note that some of the elements in each subsystem might vary slightly in 

terms of position with relation to their respective subsystems. 

 

 
Figure 4: Schematic Design Projection on Train 

 

The current train propulsion system is shown in Figure 5. The schematic follows a similar legend to the one in 

Figure 5 with the same color-coded subsystems except for charging which does not occur in the current internal 

combustion engine. Some of the systems that would be removed due to the retrofit include the internal combustion 

engine, alternator, transmission, radiator, and gearshift. 
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Figure 5: Schematic Design of Current Drivetrain 
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5. Subsystems Overview 

Given the schematic design figures provided above, the SPRRC has developed a plan for a physical 

implementation of these subsystems. The following section will explain the role of each subsystem and detail the 

implementation of these subsystems using devices available to the SPRRC on the market. A mock-up of the 

drivetrain system in its entirety is seen in Figure 6 below. 

 

 

Figure 6: Drivetrain Overview 
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5.1 Mechanical Energy Delivery System 

The current configuration of the mechanical drivetrain system consists of a 36.8 kW (50 HP) gas engine which 

connects to a 3-speed transmission. This solution will be replaced with an AC induction electric motor, with a 

speed reducer system. The reason for this choice in technology is the AC motor’s ability to produce maximum 

torque for a large range of rpm, starting from standstill, as well as market availability and cost. The reason for the 

size of motor chosen is that it can provide the necessary torque – when assisted with a belt drive speed reducer – 

to propel the train in the maximum loading case: Accelerating up the 3-degree slope to 10km/hour. These 

calculations can be seen in Appendix A. 

5.1.1 Description and Function of AC Motor 

The motor that is chosen for this project is an EV-tailored AC Electric Induction Motor, which has a continuous 

output of 36.8 kW (50 HP) and a peak of 64.7 kW (88 HP) [16]. The function of this motor is to provide the 

same required power needs as the current 36.8 kW (50 HP) gas motor and transmission. This AC motor can 

complete this, all in a small size of 9” diameter and 18” length. The continuous rpm recommended for this motor 

is 5000 rpm [16]. This AC motor, like other AC motors, can provide maximum torque from 0 rpm, which will 

provide plenty of power to accelerate the train from stationary, even in the maximum case of acceleration up a 

hill. This is what will allow the electric motor to bypass the need for a transmission, as gas engines would need a 

lower gear to provide the necessary torque required at low rpm. A full specification sheet for this device is 

available in Appendix C. This device is in accordance with SAE J1673 and J1654 which overview requirements 

for high voltage components of electric vehicles [15]. 

5.1.2 Description and Function of Belt Speed Reducer 

The motor can provide the torque required in most cases, but at an average cruising speed of 10km/hr, the train 

requires an input speed of the motor of approximately 1100 rpm. This rpm would be too low for the motor for a 

constant period as it would cause lower efficiency and not allow the motor to self-cool itself. To compensate for 

this a belt drive reduction is used. The belt drive would operate at a ratio of 4:1, allowing the motor to operate at 

constant speed of approximately 4400 rpm, alleviating the efficiency and heating concerns. On top of this, as 

discussed earlier in this report, the maximum torque requirements - of accelerating up a 3-degree slope - result in 

a very large torque requirement. Without adding an additional rpm reduction via belt drive, the motor would not 

be able to provide a large enough torque and could cause failure. To lower this requirement, the belt drive reducer 

can increase the rpm requirements of the motor, while lowering the torque requirements by the same constant. 

Using the same ratio of 4:1, the torque requirement would be reduced by a factor of 4, allowing a large safety gap 

between the required and available torque. Based on calculations provided in Appendix A, with a belt reduction 

ratio of 4:1, the required torque at 4400 rpm would be 99 N*m (73 ft*lbs), whereas at 4400 rpm the motor is 

able to provide up to a minimum of 148 N*m (109 ft*lbs). The belt required for this high rpm and torque 

requirement is a 5 Groove Banded V-Belt [2], which uses the V-shaped grooves to provide the necessary strength 

and grip on each pulley. The bearing for the driveshaft will be easily accessible, and the bolts securing it to the 

universal mounting plate can be loosened when the belt requires removal or installation. 

5.1.3 Integration plan  

Currently the transmission is connected to the driveshaft of the dropdown gearbox by a universal joint (U-joint). 

The drop-down gearbox then feeds the forward and rear driveshafts, which connect to the wheels via each 

differential. The transmission is also connected to the engine. Both the gas engine and transmission are also bolted 

to the frame of the train and connected to the radiator for cooling. Removing the transmission, engine and radiator 
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would open the entire engine space to fit the AC electric motor and belt drive reducer. Any additional space could 

then be used for battery storage and other retrofit components. 

In place of the transmission, the drive shaft of the drop-down gearbox will connect to another drive shaft with a 

U-joint. This new driveshaft will be fastened to the train with carrier/support bearings, to secure it in place while 

allowing for low friction rotation. The extra driveshaft will be approximately 0.61 m (24 inch) and is required, as 

the belt drive reducer would be too large to fit in place of the current transmission location [2]. On the other end 

of the new driveshaft will be one of the belt pulleys for the belt drive reducer. The larger belt pulley will be 

mounted to the new driveshaft with a bushing and held to the body of the train by another carrier/support bearing. 

The smaller belt pulley will be mounted to the motor also using a bushing. The motor will be mounted alongside 

the driveshaft’s belt pulley, so that both pulleys are in line. The difference in circumference of each belt wheel 

will be 4 to provide the 4:1 ratio required. The motor will be mounted using 2 C-frame mounts, which will connect 

the front and rear of the motor to the frame of the train [2]. The mounting bracket of the motor will be on the shaft 

side as shown in Figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7: Model of Motor on Mount 

 

This solution provides a direct drivetrain and will reduce the losses compared to the aging transmission and 

radiator cooling systems. As the motor can provide the torque requirements at low speed, no variable gearing is 

required, and this solution will be the simplest and most cost effective. 

Figure 8 below shows a breakdown of all the elements listed above. On the far left is the driveshaft, which is 

currently in the train, connected to the transmission. In its place the new driveshaft will be connected via a u-joint 

and mounted by a bearing. The other end of the new driveshaft will be connected to a belt pulley with a bushing. 
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The other belt pulley will be connected to the AC motor with a bushing and the motor will be mounted to the 

body of the train. 

 

Figure 8: Mechanical Energy Subsystem Assembly 

 

5.2 Internal Control System 

The internal control system subsection details the characteristics of system elements that control the internal flow 

of electricity within the retrofitted system. Each device within the internal control system is used to control 

whether power can reach the components of the other subsystems. SAE J1673, J1772, and J2894 guidelines are 

relevant for the internal control system subsection as they relate to wiring as well as charging characteristics 

including the charger itself [15]. The following subsection will describe these device’s role within the retrofitted15 

design. In addition, the integration plan for this subsystem will also be outlined. 

5.2.1 Description and Function of System Protection/Disconnect 

The system disconnect is a physical 1000V, 400A rated mechanical switch that can isolate the main battery from 

the rest of the locomotive’s circuitry. This switch is needed to ensure safety when working on electrical 

components of the train to ensure no dangerous levels of electricity are passing through the train’s components. 

The disconnect switch feeds into the main contactor and the key switch relay. This switch is popular with EV 

conversions and competitively priced. A picture of the Gigavac Switch is shown in Figure 9 below [2]. A 

specification sheet for this device is provided in Appendix C. 
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Figure 9: Gigavac Disconnect Switch [2] 

 

5.2.2 Description and Function of Key Switch Relay 

The key switch relay is an electrically powered switch that is activated when the operator turns the ignition key. 

This relay enables power to flow to the DC/DC convertor and in turn, recharge the 12V battery. The key switch 

relay intended to be used in the SPRRC’s design is the Gigavac P115 Mini-Tactor. This device is rated for up to 

1500V and 50A. A picture of the Gigavac P115 Mini-Tactor can be seen in Figure 10 below [2]. A specification 

sheet for this device is provided in Appendix C. 
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Figure 10: Gigavac P115 Mini-Tactor [2] 

 

5.2.3 Description and Function of Main Contactor 

The main contactor is an electrically powered switch that activates when supplied a 12V signal from the motor 

controller. This contactor limits power to the motor controller until it is ready for high voltage power flow. The 

main contactor is also a Gigavac P115 Mini-Tactor as seen in Figure 10 above [2]. 

5.2.4 Description and Function of Pre-Charge Circuit 

The pre-charge circuit is a device that ships with the motor controller that ensures the capacitors within the motor 

controller are fully charged before high voltage enters the motor controller. Enabled by the motor controller this 

device connects to the main contactor and supplies a low amount of power to the motor controller capacitors 

before the main contactor is opened by the motor controller. A picture of the pre-charge circuit is shown below 

in Figure 11 [2]. 
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Figure 11: Motor Pre-Charge Circuit [2] 

 

5.2.5 Description and Function of Fuse Box 

The fuse box is a device that facilitates safe 12V connections to all 12V powered devices within the SPRRC’s 

design. Each 12V powered device is assigned a fuse in accordance with the direction of each device’s 

manufacturer. To save space, both system contactors and three high voltage fuses will also be in the fuse box. 

The high voltage fuses satisfy the SAE-J1673 guideline on wiring requirements on automotive applications of 

high voltage [S1]. The fuse box will be a custom manufactured piece created by the SPRCC and will incorporate 

individual fuse holders provided by EVWEST [2]. A schematic for the layout of the fuses is provided in Figure 

12 below. A picture of a 12V fuse holder is provided in Figure 13 below [2]. 
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Figure 12: Diagram of Fuse Box 

 

 

Figure 13:Picture of Fuse Holder [2] 

 

5.2.6 Description and Function of Motor Controller 

The motor controller facilitates the operator inputs for the motor by providing variable power to the AC motor. 

The motor controller is also able to monitor the speed and status diagnostics of the motor such as temperature and 

torque delivery. The motor controller provides AC power to the motor from a DC supply using its integrated 

inverter. The logic components within the motor controller are powered by the 12V power supply. 
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The motor controller used for the SPRRC’s design is the HPEVS Curtis 1239e-8521 144V 500 AMP Controller 

[2]. This controller is designed to seamlessly integrate with the SPRRC’s motor choice. A picture of this motor 

controller is pictured in Figure 14 below. A specification sheet for this device is provided in Appendix C. 

 

Figure 14: Picture of Motor Controller [2] 

 

5.2.7 Integration Plan 

The System Disconnect switch is to be mounted on the interior back side of the under-seat compartment. This 

will ensure that this switch is never accidentally turned by the operator but remains easily accessible. The System 

Disconnect switch will be connected electrically with orange 2/0 AWG cabling (as per SAE-J1772) with the main 

battery pack connected to one side and the main contactor and key switch relay connected to the other side [2][15]. 

The key switch relay is to be placed into the fuse box and mounted underneath the driver controls within the 

under-seat compartment to the wall of the compartment. The key switch relay will receive its 12V power via a 

connection to the key switch. One side of the high voltage connection of the key switch relay is to be wired via 

2/0 orange AWG cabling to the system disconnect feed. The other side of the high voltage connection of the key 

switch relay is to be connected to the DC/DC converter power input. 

The main contactor is to be placed into the fuse box and mounted underneath the driver controls within the under-

seat compartment to the wall of the compartment. The main contactor will receive its 12V power from the pre-

charge circuit via the motor controller. The main contactor shall then be wired using 2/0 AWG orange cabling 

between the main disconnect and the motor controller. 

The pre-charge circuit will be mounted in the fuse box. The pre-charge circuit will receive pre-conditioned power 

via a connection to the main contactor and will feed into the positive DC input on the motor controller. 

The fuse box is to be placed underneath the driver controls within the under-seat compartment to the wall of the 

compartment. Each device requiring 12V power will then be wired to its associated fuse within the fuse box. A 

parallel connection is then to be wired to the battery to the fuses within the fuse box. 

The motor controller shall be connected to its chill plate mount on top of the AC motor. The motor controller will 

receive high voltage DC power from the main contactor. The motor controller will feed high voltage AC power 
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to the AC motor. The motor controller will receive 12V power via the fuse box. The motor controller will be 

wired to the instrumentation panel via an instrumentation 12V data signal.  

For a visual representation of the process described above, a complete electrical schematic of the internal control 

system is provided in Appendix B. 

5.3 Driver Control System 

This subsection explains the changes that will be made to the driver control systems, most notably the throttle 

system, gearshift system, brake control system and audio control for the sound system. 

5.3.1 Description and Function of Throttle 

The current setup for the throttle system uses a spring-controlled lever that is connected to a metal cord which 

connects to the engine gas throttle. By removing the engine there needs to be a new solution for the throttle 

system. The motor controller that will be used is the Curtis 1239e-8521 motor controller [2]. This motor controller 

has an input for throttle in the form of a potentiometer. This retrofit will incorporate the EV West Billet Aluminum 

Throttle Potentiometer, which connects to the motor controller via Pin #16 and #18 [2]. The reason for choosing 

this potentiometer is its compatibility with the motor controller, it’s availability and low price. This throttle 

potentiometer will be mounted to the frame of the train underneath the current motor throttle lever. The 

potentiometer can then be attached to the current throttle lever by the existing metal throttle cord, keeping 

aesthetics of the train and allowing the operator of the train to not require as much additional training with a new 

throttle lever. A picture of the potentiometer is shown in Figure 15. A wiring diagram for the potentiometer is 

shown in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 15: Picture of Throttle Potentiometer [2] 
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Figure 16: Wiring Diagram for Throttle Potentiometer [2] 

 

5.3.2 Description and Function of Gearshift  

The current gearshift system is located right beside the throttle system. The gearshift is attached to the 

transmission and includes 3 forward gears, 1 reverse gear, 1 neutral gear and 1 park gear. By removing the 

transmission, the gearshift system will also have to be updated. The explanation for why the transmission is being 

removed is provided in section 4.2. As the AC motor and motor controller do not require idling, the replacement 

to the gearshift does not require a neutral mode. Also, as the AC motor can provide the rpm and torque required, 

the train system only requires a single forward and reverse mode. The Curtis 1239e-8521 motor controller has an 

input for forward and reverse direction [2]. This can be accomplished with a forward/reverse switch. This 

forward/reverse switch will be mounted in place of the original gearshift system and will have a cover to prevent 

accidental touch. Because the airline to the air brakes is closed when the system is turned off, there is no park 

mode required, and it is assumed that the brakes will not need to be adjusted to accommodate this. The specific 

switch chosen by the SPRRC for the gearshift is the Baomain Rotary Cam Changeover Switch LW28 due to its 

availability and low cost [16]. A picture of this switch is seen in Figure 17 below. 

 

 

Figure 17: Baomain Rotary Cam Changeover Switch [16] 
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5.3.3 Description and Function of Current Brake Control 

The current brake control system relies on a lever next to the throttle control lever. When pressing the lever, the 

airline going to the air brakes is closed and allows the brakes to apply pressure to the wheels. The brake system 

receives its air supply from a belt-driven compressor currently attached to the ICE. A new belt will be added so 

that the compressor is now to be driven off the back shaft of the AC motor. As the compressor is the only part of 

the brake system that will be modified in the retrofit, the brake control will remain the same. As a future phase, 

regenerative braking features may be enabled, allowing some of the energy from the braking the train to come 

back to the batteries, further saving energy. 

5.3.4 Description and Function of Current Audio Control 

The current audio control is done directly from the sound system, mounted in the train near the operator. The 

operator will be using the audio control in the same way, as the system will not be changed during the retrofit. As 

a future phase, a new sound system and audio control may be considered, to further improve the experience for 

the operator and the train's patrons. 

5.3.5 Integration Plan 

Once the current engine is removed, the cable attaching the current throttle lever to the engine will be 

disconnected. Afterwards, the potentiometer-based throttle control lever is to be mounted below the 

instrumentation panel and then will be connected to the current throttle lever by a cable. This allows the turning 

of the current lever to also turn the potentiometer-based throttle control lever. The gear shift will not be reused as 

the throttle lever has been. When the transmission is removed, the gearshift will be detached with it. Then the 3-

phase rotary switch is to be mounted in place of the gearshift, by drilling a large hole in its place. The hole will 

be large enough to fit the lower diameter of the switch but allows the upper diameter to hold in place with provided 

bolts. Once this is done both the potentiometer-based throttle lever and rotary switch for forward and reverse will 

be plugged into the motor controller as seen in the electric diagram in Appendix B. Since both the audio control 

and brake control do not change with this project, there is no integration plan required for those systems.   

5.4 Auxiliary Systems 

The components within the auxiliary systems subsystem are powered off the 12V battery, including the sound 

system, braking system, and cooling system. 

5.4.1 Description and Function of Current Sound System  

The current sound system provides a soundtrack for seasonal theme events. Each of the five carriages on the train 

is equipped with three speakers and the locomotive is equipped with two speakers. Each of the speakers has a 

maximum power draw of 2.5W. Assuming a 50% volume, the speaker system will draw approximately 0.004 

kWh per run and a maximum power usage of 0.112 kWh per day during peak hours. The stereo system is currently 

attached to a 1.5 kWh, 12V lead acid battery. The SPRRC’s plan is to retain these batteries in their retrofit as to 

ensure regular voltage to the stereo system, as well as to use for other 12V systems required for operation.  

If all the energy needed to recharge the 12V battery system will come from the main battery pack through a 

DC/DC converter, given the SPRRC’s large safety factor in provisioning their energy storage system, the energy 

draw from the stereo will be negligible. 
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5.4.2 Description and Function of Braking System 

The train is currently equipped with air brakes, which are connected to a brake lever and are fed by an air tank 

and air compressor. When air flows through the lines or each carriage, it allows the brakes to release and let the 

train move. When the brake lever is pulled, the air supply is cut off and the brakes close, stopping the train. By 

removing the engine, the compressor will need a new power supply, as the ICE is connected to the compressor 

by a belt. To simplify the retrofit, the AC motor will utilize its dual shaft by connecting a belt pulley to the rear 

shaft with a bushing. The belt pulley supply power to the compressor with the use of a belt. As the maximum 

input of the compressor is 0.74 kW (1 HP) and is reduced significantly when the air tank is full, the loss of energy 

to the compressor will be considered negligible, and instead will be factored into the safety factor for energy 

capacity requirements. This method was the preferred option due to low power requirements and cost savings 

instead of purchasing a new compressor. 

5.4.3 Description and Function of Cooling System 

As the retrofit requires the use of a motor controller, there is also need for a small cooling system to dissipate heat 

from the motor controller during its usage. As it is a Curtis brand motor controller, the best choice for this system 

is to use the same brand chill plate, which also happens to have wide availability and good affordability. From 

this a small radiator cooling kit will be connected to the chill plate and will receive power from the 12V battery 

through the ignition. The small radiator cooling kit chosen had the widest availability with lowest lead time for 

delivery. This is the preferred option to reusing the current radiator due to the savings in space, as a smaller unit 

can be used just as effectively. As the power draw of this additional system does not exceed 1 kWh after an entire 

day of operation, this energy will be considered negligible, and instead included into the large safety factor for 

the energy requirements [2]. A picture of the EVWEST brand cooling kit used in this retrofit can be seen in Figure 

18 below. 

 

 

Figure 18: Picture of Cooling Kit [2] 
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5.4.4 Integration Plan 

A new drive belt is to be connected between the AC motor and the brake compressor. The mounting of the 

compressor will not change in the retrofitting process. The function of the braking system will not be affected by 

the retrofitting process. 

The current sound system will remain attached to the current lead acid 12V batteries. Although run indirectly off 

a new power source, these changes will not affect the current operation of the stereo sound unit. 

The cooling pump shall be mounted to the bottom of the under-seat compartment box. The radiator and attached 

fans will be bolted above the back grating in the under-seat compartment in a similar location to the current 

radiator. Coolant lines shall be run through a chill plate bolted to the underside of the motor controller, and through 

the corresponding holes on the new radiator, before feeding back to the pump. The pump 12V power shall be 

routed through a fuse in the fuse box, and then connected to the 12V battery system. 

5.5 Energy Storage System 

The SPRRC’s proposed solution not only requires powering existing elements such as the sound system and the 

braking system compressor, but also powering the electric drivetrain specific elements such as a DC/DC 

converter, motor controller, and an electric motor.  

5.5.1 Choice of Voltaic Cell Technology 

As discussed in the Concept Design Report regarding designing an electric drivetrain, a decision must be made 

between using lithium ion and lead acid batteries to power the train. The following subsection will discuss the 

SPRRC’s decision process in choosing a lithium ion powered design. In addition, this subsection will detail the 

specific battery modules the SPRRC decided upon to power the train. 

Both lithium ion and lead acid batteries are voltaic cells which use spontaneous reduction and oxidation reactions 

to move electrons and generate energy. Oxidation involves the loss of electrons and reduction involves the gain 

of electrons. Voltaic cells use electrodes which are metal strips upon which the reactions occur. The electrode 

where reduction happens is the cathode and the anode is where oxidation occurs. Another important component 

in voltaic cells is the electrolyte which is a solution (liquid) that allows the transfer of ions - but not electrons - 

which travel through a wire to generate voltage.  

Lead acid batteries are inexpensive and easy to manufacture, they offer a low self-discharge rate and are available 

in a wide range of sizes [17]. Some of the disadvantages of lead-acid batteries are their low weight-to-energy 

ratio, sulfation of the electrodes and their limited amount of discharge cycles [17]. Specific types of lead acid 

batteries have different temperature ranges, but most lead acid batteries have the following temperature profile:  -

20C to 50C for charging and discharging [18]. The self-discharging rate for lead acid batteries is 10 to 15% in the 

first 24 hours with 10 to 15% per month afterwards [19]. Temperature ranges and self-discharge rates are 

correlated and depending on the operating conditions, different results might occur regarding safe storage times 

and charging/discharging rates. 

Lithium-ion batteries have efficiencies of 80-90 percent [17] which according to the experiments ran by Valoen 

and Shoesmith and is the reason why high efficiency applications use Li-ion batteries. Their specific energy is 

amongst the highest, with a value of 100 to 265 Wh/Kg [20]. Some of the disadvantages of Lithium-ion batteries 

are related to their safety. Lithium-ion batteries can overheat, are prone to dendrite formation when overcharged, 

and thermal runaway [18], [20]. Built-in circuits keep Lithium-ion batteries safe and safety certification 
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organizations such as Underwriters Laboratories provide consensus-based safety standards for Lithium-ion 

batteries such as UL’s 1642, 2054 and 2580 [21]. 

To provide power to both the mechanical energy and auxiliary subsystems, the SPRRC shall provision a main 

battery pack that not only has enough capacity but also can fit in the under-seat compartment of the locomotive. 

Given that the under-seat compartment has a useable volume of 30in x 42in x 30in (0.6m3), and the motor/belt 

drive unit takes up a third of that space, the energy density of the battery pack is the most limiting factor in design. 

For that reason, the SPRRC decided that lithium-ion battery modules were the only viable choice. Further, the 

most energy dense lithium-ion battery modules available on the market are made by Tesla for their Model S 

vehicle [2]. The Tesla Model S battery modules have a capacity of 5.3 kWh (80% useable) at 22.8V per module. 

The SPRRC’s main supplier, EVWEST, sells these modules for $1580 USD and the modules are tested and 

approved beyond the SAE-J2464 and SAE-J2894 standards. 

The battery system directly powers the AC motor (through an inverter in the motor controller), and the DC/DC 

converter. The DC/DC converter steps down the large voltage coming from the battery system to the 12V power 

supply needed to run the existing auxiliary system lead acid batteries.  

The minimum energy needed to service the drivetrain for one run around the track was provided in Section 2 at 

0.87 kWh. Considering a usable capacity of 80% for each battery module, an 80% motor efficiency, and a 30% 

safety factor due to the large amounts of expected mechanical energy loss, the SPRRC suggests that the main 

battery pack be sized at 54.5 kWh to sustain the daily required runs. The equation for this is shown below: 

 

0.87 
𝑘𝑊ℎ

𝑟𝑢𝑛
 ⋅ 28 

𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑠

𝑑𝑎𝑦

0.8 𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦⋅0.8 𝑀𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 ⋅ (1−0.3 𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟)
= 54.5 𝑘𝑊ℎ (2) 

 

This conservative safety factor would also provide enough power to support the auxiliary systems and the air 

brake compressor due to their negligible energy requirements in comparison to the battery pack size. Using the 

Tesla Model S battery modules, 12 modules are required to provide the provisioned capacity. This results in a 

nameplate battery capacity of 63.6 kWh. 

5.5.2 Integration Plan 

The Tesla model S Lithium Ion Battery 18650 EV module has dimensions of 7.9 x 30.3 x 66.6 cm per module. 

These modules are to be fitted in the back compartment of the locomotive as shown in Figure 19 [2]. The battery 

modules are to be grouped into sets of six, with the two resulting sets each being placed in a custom manufactured 

battery box detailed in Figure 19. Within each battery box, the battery modules are to be wired in series with 2/0 

AWG orange high voltage cable. The two sets of six battery modules are then to be wired in parallel with each 

other. The two independent leads coming from the battery sets are then to be connected to the main disconnect 

switch which will then feed the main contactor and motor controller.  
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Figure 19: Diagram of Battery Orientation 

 

5.6 Charging System  

To supply energy to the onboard energy storage system, the proposed retrofit design must include a charging 

system. The purpose of the charging system is to provide electricity from the BC Hydro grid to the train batteries. 

The charging system consists of two major components, the charge controller and onsite charger. These charging 

components also require a standard connected, called the charging port. As observed in Figure 20, the charging 

port will be located on the front cylinder of the train above the air tank section.  
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Figure 20:Diagram of Charging System 

 

5.6.1 Description and Function of Charge Controller 

The charge controller - also known as demand charge controller - is a safety device with programmable 

components. Its purpose is to disperse the electrical input from the onsite charger to the batteries at specific 

voltage and amperage levels. The desired power controller for this application can supply charge for a 

144Vbattery system (as required by the motor controller), can handle a 220V source and can provide an output 

energy of as many kWh as possible within a safe range. A charge controller which is in accordance with SAE-

J2293-1 and SAE-J2894 was explored and after investigating several options, the Manzanita Micro PFC 40-XM 

charge controller from EV West met all the requirements while also being the most affordable option available 

[2]. 

Looking at the specifications sheet of the selected charger (Appendix C), we can expect an output current of 40 

Amps given a level 2, 220 VAC outlet. In equation 2 below, we use the known voltage of the battery system (V) 

in Volts and the known current (I) from the spec sheet in Amps to obtain the expected power P in Watts: 

  

𝑃  =  𝑉  ∙  𝐼      (3) 

144 𝑉  ∙  40 𝐴  =  5760 𝑊 

 

From the section 5.5.1, using the Tesla Model S battery modules, 12 modules result in a battery capacity of 63.6 

kWh. Hence, to calculate the time for one full charge, we use equation 3 below. Dividing the Power capacity 

(kWh) by the calculated power P (W), we can calculate the charge time t in hours: 

 

𝑃𝑐 = 𝑃 ∙ 𝑡        (4) 
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63.6 𝑘𝑊ℎ

5760 𝑊
=  11 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 

The specification sheet of the chosen charge controller, and the values used in the above calculations can be found 

in Appendix C and Appendix A respectively. A picture of the charge controller is shown below in Figure 21. 

 

 

 

Figure 21:Manzanita Micro PFC 40-XM charge controller [2] 

 

5.6.2 Description and Function of Onsite Charger 

Following the specifications of BC Hydro’s Level 2 charger installations, the onsite charger will be a standard 

J1772 model, able to supply a power between 208 and 240 VAC. The available options are single or double port. 

Double port chargers are a good fit for larger installations and those with limited installation space. Cost per stall 

for double port chargers is typically lower than single port chargers due to sharing of infrastructure. Double port 

chargers may charge two vehicles at full speed, one car at full-speed, or two cars at half-speed 

depending on cost sensitivity and required coverage. 

The available electrical capacity of the location is determined by historical demand and overall capacity at various 

points in the electrical system. Electrical capacity defines the power that can be delivered per charger based on 

where and how the chargers are connected as well as the foreseeable number of charging points. For the Stanley 

Park Train, the chosen charger circuit type is a dedicated circuit. This means that the demand factor of the load is 

of 100%. The dedicated circuit configuration charging is typically faster and non-interrupted as there is no impact 

from other chargers. The dedicated circuit, depending on the number of installed chargers, may require substantial 

increase in electrical infrastructure to accommodate all loads which is costly. This configuration is a good fit for 

high turnover stalls, which is the case for the active seasons of the train. 

After doing research on the available options in the market, the SPRRC selected a Lectron 240V 40 Amp Level 

2 EV Charger, which meets the desired amperage and voltage delivery requirements as well as comply with the 

SAE-J1772 standards. A picture of the onsite charger is shown below in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22: Lectron 240V 40 Amp Level 2 EV Charger [2] 

 

5.6.3 Integration Plan 

The integration plan for the charging station will consist on two main stages: the installation of the onsite charger 

by BC Hydro and the installation of the charging port on the front of the locomotive.  

The integration process of the external onsite charger requires the intervention of BC Hydro. The first step is to 

ensure the eligibility of the location and the electrical service sufficiency. The Stanley Park staff has confirmed 

the availability of suitable electrical outlets, an adequate electrical system, and space in the train garage.  The next 

step is the purchase of an appropriate charger which in this case corresponds to the Lectron Level 2 J1772 shown 

in Figure 22. After this, the wiring of the charger is paired with the garage electrical system and connected to the 

supply source, then the charger is mounted on the wall next to the front compartment of the train as seen in Figure 

23 above. Finally, a Technical Safety BC inspection is required before operation [22]. A picture of the tentative 

location for the charging station is shown in Figure 23. 
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Figure 23: Location of onsite charger 

The installation of the charging port can be done after the DC controller has been bolted-on and configured, and 

the batteries installed. The charging port wiring will go through the controller to the motor. A contactor will be 

inserted too to manage the power flowing from the battery to the controller. After this is done, the charging port 

can be installed in the front compartment where the battery packs are located and where the gas tank used to be. 

The compartment is a cylindrical box with a depth of 0.38 m (15 inches) and a width of 0.56 m (22 inches). The 

main battery pack will fit in this box, and on top of it, the charging port will be wired, as seen in Figure 24 and 

25 below.  

 

 

Figure 24: Location of Charging Port on Train 
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Figure 25: Former location of gas tank, new battery pack space 

 

5.7 Summary of Design Costs 

5.7.1 Full Bill of Materials 

Table 5 shows a breakdown of all materials necessary for the mechanical implementation of this retrofit. The 

materials are all sourced in the United States and Canada. If the materials were sourced in the United States, the 

average conversion of 1.28 is applied, but any duty costs have been excluded. All products have a lead time of 

less than 4 weeks, to ensure materials would be available for the implementation of this project in the following 

semester. The total of all the materials required for this retrofit work out to be just under $37,000. 

Table 5: Full Bill of Materials 

Item No. Description Qty Unit Cost Subtotal Cost 

AC51-144 

HPEVS AC-51 Motor-144 Volt 

 Double Shaft 1 $2,892.80 $2,892.80 

5988G-24 Winters 5988G-24 Drive Shaft, 24 Inch 1 $159.99 $159.99 

UCP-206-18 

1 1/8 Bearing UCP-206-18 Pillow Block Cast 

Housing Mounted Bearings 2 $20.37 $40.74 

91013128 Ford 28 Spline Yoke, 1310 U-Joint 1 $71.67 $71.67 

N/A 

Steel .25-inch End Plate L Mount for AC-35 / AC-

50 2 $211.20 $422.40 

13V588 Banded V-Belt: 59.75 in 5 Groove 1 $147.52 $147.52 

N/A Pulley 8.8 inches 1 $299.00 $299.00 

N/A Pulley 2.2 inches 2 $76.00 $152.00 
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23609 1-1/8 Bushing 3 $16.38 $49.15 

EVWThrottle EV West Billet Aluminum Throttle Potentiometer 1 $229.12 $229.12 

N/A Rotary Changeover Switch 1 $24.99 $24.99 

13V595 Banded V-Belt: 59.75 in 2 Groove 1 $76.79 $76.79 

N/A Pulley 2 inches 1 $76.00 $76.00 

23609 1-1/8 Bushing 1 $16.38 $16.38 

N/A Complete 750 Liquid Cooling Kit 1 $382.72 $382.72 

N/A Curtis 1238-1239 Chill Plate Liquid Cooling Kit 1 $198.40 $198.40 

N/A Nuts 8 $4.19 $33.52 

N/A Bolts 40 $3.79 $151.60 

N/A Welder Gas 1 $100.00 $100.00 

MM PFC40-

XM Micro PFC 40-XM Charger 1 $4,672.00 $4,672.00 

J1772R-V2 J1772 32A Receptacle 1 $113.92 $113.92 

EVCharge14-

50-40ACA 40A Level 2 Charger 1 $419.00 $419.00 

N/A Lithium Ion Battery 18650 EV Module 12 $2,022.40 $24,268.8 

ATM30 EV Fuse 600 Volt 30 Amp ATM30 3 $11.80 $35.40 

USM1 UltraSafe Fuse Holder for ATM Fuses 3 $16.88 $50.64 

HBD41 Gigavac Switch HBD41 1000V 400A 1 $149.00 $149.00 

BOX-LG Contactor Box Large 3 $88.00 $264.00 

P115 Gigavac P115 Mini-Tactor 3 $88.00 $264.00 

SHUNT-600 Riedon 600 Amp 50 mV Shunt 1 $40.00 $40.00 

CABLE-2/0 2/0 AWG Cable Orange 50 $5.80 $290.00 

HBD41 Gigavac Switch HBD41 1000V 400A 1 $149.00 $149.00 

ELC1000 Elcon DC/DC 1000w 1 $499.00 $499.00 

USM1 UltraSafe Fuse Holder for ATM Fuses 3 $16.88 $50.64 

   Grand Total $36,790.19 
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5.7.2 Cost of External Labor 

All custom parts that would need to be manufactured would be capable of being completed in the design lab at 

SFU. By this decision, it is assumed that there would be no manufacturing costs and all materials required for 

creating the custom parts would be listed in the bill of materials above. All labour costs will be pro bono, meaning 

there will be no charge for hours put into designing and building this project. It is estimated that a combined team 

total of 800 hours had been spent up to the delivery of this report, and it is estimated that 1000 additional combined 

team hours will be required to complete the remaining design and building processes. 

6. Installation Plan 

As the project would be completed in the design lab room at SFU and the workshop at Stanley Park, it is assumed 

that all tools would be available through these two locations. Necessary tools for this project include a wrench 

and socket set, hammer, motor hoist, welder, electric drill, and a screwdriver set. 

6.1 Removal of ICE Drivetrain Components 

The first step in the retrofit process is the removal of the internal combustion engine (ICE) and accompanying 

transmission. At this point in time, it is the SPRRC’s belief none of the components needed for the function of 

the ICE will need to be reserved. The goal of this first process will be to leave the under-seat engine compartment 

completely empty. Figure 26 shows an overhead view of the engine compartment currently. 

 

p 

Figure 26: View of Engine Compartment 

To begin the ICE removal process, the fuel tank in the boiler of the locomotive will be removed. For safety 

purposes, the gasoline assumed to currently be in the tank must be pumped out of the tank prior to removal. After 

the tank has been evacuated, the tank can be removed from the boiler by unscrewing it from its bottom supports 

and removing it through the cockpit boiler hatch. A picture of the current fuel tank location can be seen in Figure 

27. 
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Figure 27: Location of Fuel Tank 

Once the fuel tank has been removed, the next step will be to disconnect all of the electrical lines and cords to the 

engine and radiator. The fuel line to the engine is disconnected from both the gas tank and the engine. Next all 

cables are removed from the 12V battery and ignition, and the electrical connections to the starter motor on the 

gas engine are disconnected. Everything else except for the airline to the compressor is removed. The transmission 

fluid tubes are removed from the transmission and radiator, and the engine lines running to the radiator are also 

disconnected. Now that all tubes have been removed from the radiator, the next step is to remove the radiator 

from the train, by removing the bolts holding the radiator to the train body. Figure 28 shows a view of the current 

radiator. 

 

 

Figure 28: View of Radiator 
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Now that the radiator is removed, the next piece for removal is the transmission. Before removing the engine, the 

transmission needs to be removed. The bolts connecting the transmission to the engine will be removed, and then 

the bolts connecting the transmission to the frame of the train will be removed. The transmission also has a 

gearshift connected to it, which the operator uses to switch gears. This gear shift must be disconnected from the 

transmission. Lastly, the transmission must be disconnected from the driveshaft, and this can be done by 

disconnecting the u-joint that holds them together. The driveshaft will be able to rest on the body of the train until 

it is connected in the assembly section. Now that the transmission is completely free, it can be removed from 

above using a motor hoist to lift it up. This must be done slowly, as once lifted, it must also be disconnected from 

the engine shaft. Figure 29 shows a picture of the transmission U-bolt connection to the dropdown gearbox. 

 

 

Figure 29: View of Current Transmission U-Bolt Connection 

Now that the engine is disconnected from the transmission, the bolts of the engine to the train frame can be 

removed. The engine is also connected to the compressor with a belt, and this must be removed. The exhaust 

connected to the engine is also removed, and all exhaust sections in other parts of the train are also removed. Now 

that the engine is separated from the frame of the train, the engine can also be lifted out of the train with a motor 

hoist. Finally, once the engine is removed, the area of the train that is covered with the engine cover should only 

contain the air compressor.  Now there should be nothing else remaining in the engine compartment of the train 

except for the compressor. Figure 30 shows a view of the braking compressor in its current state. 
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Figure 30: View of Brake Compressor 

6.2 Installation of Retrofit Drivetrain Components 

Now that the train no longer contains the original internal combustion engine, transmission, gas tank and radiator, 

the installation of the retrofit drivetrain components can begin.  

To simplify their retrofit design, the SPRRC has designed horizontal rectangular aluminum mounting plate for all 

their retrofit components that will attach to the current engine mounts in the back of the train. The first step of the 

retrofitting process will be to bolt this universal mounting plate to the bolt holes of the engine mounts. A diagram 

of this mounting plate is shown in Figure 31 below. 

 

 

Figure 31: Model of Universal Mounting Plate 
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The next step is to mount the new driveshaft and connect it to the old driveshaft which is connected to the 

dropdown gearbox. The new driveshaft will be pushed through both bearings, and on one end the u-join will be 

installed. On the other end of the driveshaft, the larger belt pulley will be installed with a bushing. Once all the 

pieces are connected, the u-joint of the new driveshaft will be connected to the u-joint of the old driveshaft. Next 

is drilling holes in the body of the train to allow the bearings to be bolted into the body to hold the new driveshaft. 

This is done now to ensure that the pieces are all connected before drilling and the bearings will fit in place.  

The motor will now have the mounting bracket installed. This is done by bolting the mounting bracket to the front 

of the motor, and then bolting the mounting bracket to the universal mounting plate. Next, the smaller belt pulley 

will be connected to the electric motor with a bushing and the motor is lined up so that both belt pulleys are lined 

up together. Next, the belt will be installed over the pulleys. Lastly, the bushing and pulley on the rear end of the 

motor is installed, and the belt connecting the motor to the compressor is attached, allowing rotational energy to 

be transferred from the motor to the compressor. Now all the mechanical components of the drivetrain retrofit 

have been completed.  

The next step is to install the motor controller to the top of motor with bolts and connect the motor controller to 

the motor by connecting the 2/0 AWG wires to them. The motor controller is also wired for power from the 

ignition, so that once the ignition is turned on, power is supplied to the motor controller. Once this is complete, 

the potentiometer for throttle, instrumentation panel and the forward/reverse switch will be installed. The 

potentiometer is plugged into the motor controller and is mounted to the inside of the train body, underneath the 

current throttle lever. The potentiometer is then connected to the throttle lever by a metal cable. The switch is 

mounted to the outside of the train body from the inside, in place of the old gearshift system. The instrumentation 

panel is connected to the motor controller, and then is mounted in the front cab of the train to be accessed by the 

operator.  

Now that the motor controller is set up, the batteries can be installed. The batteries will be mounted to a custom 

metal bracket, which will hold each battery module in place, with some space in between to allow heat dissipation. 

The batteries are then connected in proper configuration so that the voltage and amperage needs are met for the 

motor controller.  

The batteries are connected to a fuse by a wire, and the fuse is mounted to the inside of the train body. The fuse 

is then connected to a protection/disconnect unit by wire and the protection/disconnect is mounted to the inside 

of the train body next to the fuse. The protection/disconnect is wired to two different devices. The first device is 

a DC/DC converter, which is then mounted to the inside of the train body. The 12V lead acid batteries that are in 

the cab of the train are moved to the rear of the train near the new batteries and are connected to the other end of 

the DC/DC converter. The 12V batteries are then connected to the ignition again. The other connection from the 

protection/disconnect is to the main contactor, which is also connected to the motor controller and powered by 

the ignition. The connections from the main contactor to the motor controller and ignition are then completed. 

The 12V energy supply will also need to be connected to the auxiliary systems through the ignition switch, 

including the sound system and cooling system for the motor controller. The wires connecting the ignition to the 

sound system will be reinstalled, replacing the wires if additional length is required due to moving the batteries. 

Lastly, the cooling system will be connected to the ignition, and is mounted to the motor controller with the 

supplied mounting bolts, allowing the controller to be cooled during operation of the train. 

The last installation of the retrofit drivetrain required is the on-board charging system as well as the onsite 

charger which is connected to the grid. The high voltage batteries are connected to a fuse by a wire, and the fuse 

is mounted to the inside of the train body. Next, the charge port will be installed in the location of the previous 

gas tank fill location using the provided mounting plate and mounting bolts. The charge controller will then be 
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mounted to the inside of the cylinder housing near the charging port and is connected by wire to the charging 

port. The charge controller is then wired to the fuse in the rear of the train, which is connected to the high 

voltage batteries. The onsite charger will be held to the wall near where the train currently sits overnight, and 

the length is tested to ensure that it can reach the charging port on the train. Once confirmed, the charger is 

mounted properly and is connected to the 220v plug which is supplying energy from the grid. With this, all 

elements of the retrofit will be completed. 

7. Conclusion 
The SPRRC’s battery-powered drivetrain retrofit will allow the Stanley Park Train to return to normal service 

levels at an optimized capital cost of $36,790.19. Justified by experimentally determined power calculations, An 

AC 36.8 kW (50 HP) continuous and 64.7 kW (88 HP) peak motor design will enable the train to operate with 

the same or better performance in completing runs around the track. The SPRRC’s energy storage system design 

with a capacity of 63.6kWh has been provisioned to complete all the runs required during peak season (28 

runs/day) with a conservative safety factor. Using automotive standards as a guide, the SPRRC’s design will 

incorporate industry-grade level safety measures.  
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Appendix A- Sample Calculations and Project Specifications 
Average Power Calculations 

Table 1A: Relevant Variables for Calculations 

Relevant 

Variables 

Description Definition Source 

Rwheel Radius of train wheel 6” = 0.1524m Measured 

Fnet Overall linear force of moving train mt at N/A 

FWheel Linear force applied by train motor at the wheels Fnet + ∑ Resistive Forces [24] 

Twheel Torque generated by motor at the wheel FwheelRwheel [24] 

FRR Rolling resistance caused by deformation between 

track and wheel 

µRR FN [24] 

TRR Torque induced by rolling resistance FRR TRR [24] 

µRR Coefficient of rolling resistance 0.0024 [25] 

FN Normal Force cos(θSlope)Fg N/A 

FG Force of Gravity mt (9.81m/s2) N/A 

θSlope Slope of the track on hill in degrees 3° Measured 

mt Mass of fully loaded train with carriages 16,300kg [26] 

at Linear acceleration of the train 0.5m/s2 Measured 

Vavg Average linear velocity of the train N/A Measured 

Pavg Average Power output  F Vavg N/A 

Assumptions: 

• Train is always moving in a straight line. Therefore, all force is in direction of the train’s motion 

• Forces acting on train motor are derived from a simplified Davis equation [24] 

• Given the slow motion and size of the train, air resistance can be neglected [24] 
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• Given the difficulty in quantification and relatively low contribution, the friction caused by flexing of 

the rails will be neglected [24] 

• The train will be assumed to be travelling at a constant acceleration 

• Acceleration is based upon experimentally found average acceleration 

• The forces acting on the train motor will be assumed to be constant 

Sample Calculation for Constant Velocity on Flat Plane: 

• The goal will be to define the average power over the test case 

Table 2A: Calculation of Relevant Parameters for Power  

Relevant 

Parameters 

 Calculation  Value 

Fnet = (16500kg)(0.5m/s2) = 8164N 

FRR = (16300kg)(9.81m/s2)(0.0024) = 385N 

Vavg = (1.0m/s2)(2.8s)/2 = 1.4m/s 

 

𝐹𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒 = 𝐹𝑛𝑒𝑡 + 𝐹𝑅𝑅 = 8164𝑁 + 390𝑁 = 8550𝑁 (1𝐴) 

𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 𝐹𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = (8550𝑁) (
1.4𝑚

𝑠
) = 12𝑘𝑊 = 16ℎ𝑝  (2𝐴) 

Sample Calculation of Motor Torque 

𝑇𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙 = 𝐹𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑅𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙 = (8550𝑁)(0.1524𝑚) = 1300𝑁𝑚  (3𝐴) 

The locomotive has a gearing system that connects the motor to the wheels. The gearing ratios at each gearing 

component on the locomotive are shown in Table 3A. 

Table 3A: Train Gearing Ratios 

Dropdown Gearbox  Worm gear differential Reduction Belt Drive 

1.29:1 5:1 4:1 

 

At each of the gearing points moving away from the wheels, the torque required on the motor-facing side of the 

gearing is reduced. As power remains constant throughout the system, the rotational speed (ω) of the torque 

reduced shaft is proportionally increased given the relationship in shown in Equation 4A. 

𝑃 = 𝑇𝜔 (4𝐴) 

Using this relationship, the speed and torque required by the AC motor under maximum loading conditions can 

be calculated. 
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Table 4A: Calculation of Relevant Parameters for Max Motor Torque and Speed 

Relevant 

Parameters 

 Calculation  Value 

Fnet = (16500kg)(0.5m/s2) = 8164N 

FRR = cos(3°)(16300kg)(9.81m/s2)(0.0024) = 383N 

Fgravity = sin(3°)(16300kg)(9.81m/s2) = 8380N 

Fwheel = Fnet+ FRR+ Fgravity = 16930N 

Twheel = FwheelRwheel = 2580N 

Pmax = FwheelV = 47kW 

V =  = 2.8m/s 

 

𝑇𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 =
𝑇𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙

𝐺𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑠
=

2580𝑁𝑚

(1.29 ∗ 5 ∗ 4)
= 100𝑁𝑚 (5𝐴) 

𝜔𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 =
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑇𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟
=

474𝑟𝑎𝑑

𝑠
= 4500𝑟𝑝𝑚 (6𝐴) 

 

Table 5A: Project Specifications Completion 

ID Specification Design Implementation 

OB100 Return to Normal Service Levels  

OB100.1 Provide the desired operation schedule  

SP100.1.1 The train shall provide 28 runs/day 

during the holiday season. 

63.6 kWh Battery Pack 

SP100.1.2 The train shall remain functional after 

sitting idle for 6 months. 

Lithium-ion self discharge rate<10% 

per month 

SP100.1.3 The train shall operate regardless of rain 

and in a range of -10°C and 30°C. 

Tesla Batteries rated for -10°C to 

50°C 

OB100.2 Satisfy normal capacity levels  

SP100.2.1 The train shall provide service for 

minimum 5 fully loaded carriages. 

4:1 Reduction drive and 50 HPAC 

motor 

OB200 Improve Financial Viability  

OB200.1 Decrease maintenance expenses  

SP200.1.1 The drivetrain shall require maintenance 

no more than once every 3 months. 

Electric drivetrains require no 

maintenance 

SP200.1.2 The drivetrain shall withstand constant 

use for a minimum of 5 years without a 

replacement of parts. 

Tesla batteries have a lifespan of 8 

years without capacity loss  

OB200.2 Optimize capital costs  

SP200.2.1 The drivetrain, energy storage and 

infrastructure shall cost less than 

$300,000. 

See bill of materials 

OB200.3 Minimize ride downtime  
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SP200.3.1 The train shall require less than 8 

minutes of delay between runs. 

Overnight charging- no downtime 

OB300 Safety  

OB300.1 Attach a speedometer to the drivetrain  

SP300.1.1 The speedometer shall display a speed 

range of at least 0km/hr to 20km/hr. 

Direct drive tachometer 

OB300.2 Provide industry standard safety factors  

OB300.3 Provide a system that follows industry safety 

standards 

 

SP300.3.1 The drivetrain shall follow SAE 

standards.  

See engineering standards section 

OB400 Reduce Overall Ride Emissions  

OB400.1 Design net-zero emissions drivetrain system  

SP400.1.1 The drivetrain shall emit 0kg of 

additional CO2 emissions into the 

atmosphere. 

Drivetrain design has zero tailpipe 

emissions 

OB400.2 Minimize life-cycle emissions  

SP400.2.1 The life-cycle of the drivetrain shall 

emit less than 150g CO2/km.  

Drivetrain design has zero tailpipe 

emissions 

 

OB500 Increase Rider Comfort  

OB500.1 Audible sound system during ride  

SP500.1.1 The sound system shall be provided 12v 

power supply to operate for every run. 

See auxiliary subsystem section 

SP500.1.2 The power to the sound system shall be 

regulated to prevent sound issues. 

See internal control subsystem section 

OB500.2 Reduce passenger-facing emissions  

SP500.2.1 The drivetrain shall not emit heat that 

exceeds 25°C facing the passenger. 

Cooling only required for motor 

controller 

SP500.2.2 The drivetrain shall reduce passenger-

facing emissions by a minimum of 50%. 

Drivetrain design has zero tailpipe 

emissions 

OB500.3 Reduce noise pollution from engine  

SP500.3.1 The drivetrain shall reduce noise 

pollution by a minimum of 50%. 

Electric drivetrain is significantly 

quieter than an ICE 
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Appendix B- Engineering Drawings 

 

Figure 1B: Engineering Diagram of Labeled System 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BR3QjAK7KSf6HYNNxlxlSalIK3Ja9oXC
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Figure 2B: Engineering Diagram of Batteries 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BR3QjAK7KSf6HYNNxlxlSalIK3Ja9oXC
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Figure 3B: Engineering Diagram of Batteries with Battery Housing 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BR3QjAK7KSf6HYNNxlxlSalIK3Ja9oXC
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Figure 4B: Engineering Diagram of Motor and Motor Controller 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BR3QjAK7KSf6HYNNxlxlSalIK3Ja9oXC
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Figure 5B: Engineering Diagram of Engine Housing 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BR3QjAK7KSf6HYNNxlxlSalIK3Ja9oXC
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Figure 6B: Engineering Diagram of System Dimensions 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BR3QjAK7KSf6HYNNxlxlSalIK3Ja9oXC
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Figure 7B: Engineering Diagram of Internal Charging System 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BR3QjAK7KSf6HYNNxlxlSalIK3Ja9oXC
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Figure 8B: Engineering Diagram of Mechanical System 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BR3QjAK7KSf6HYNNxlxlSalIK3Ja9oXC
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Figure 9B: Electrical Diagram of System

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BR3QjAK7KSf6HYNNxlxlSalIK3Ja9oXC
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Appendix C- Specification Sheets 

  

Figure 1C: Specification sheet for Manzanita Micro PFC 40-XM charge controller [27] 
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Figure 2C: Specification sheet for Lectron 240V 40 Amp Level 2 EV Onsite Charger [28] 

 

 

Figure 3C: Specification sheet for HPEVS AC-51 Brushless AC Motor [29] 
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Figure 4C: Specification sheet for Gigavac Hermetic Battery Disconnect [30] 

 

 

Figure 5C: Specification sheet for Gigavac P115 Mini-Tactor [31] 
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Figure 6C: Specification sheet for HPEVS Curtis motor controller [32] 

 

 

Figure 7C: Specification sheet for potentiometer [33] 
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Figure 8C: Specification sheet for cooling kit [34] 

 

 

Figure 9C: Specification sheet for battery module [35] 
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Appendix D- Roles and Responsibilities Breakdown 
 

Table 1D – Roles and Responsibilities Breakdown 

Activity Team Member Weighting 

Executive Summary Felipe 100% 

Introduction Pamela 50% 

Introduction Mackenzie 50% 

Energy Requirements Mackenzie 30% 

Energy Requirements Thomas 70% 

Engineering Standards Felipe 100% 

Schematic Design Felipe 50% 

Schematic Design Thomas 50% 

Mechanical Energy Delivery System Thomas 100% 

Internal Control System Mackenzie 100% 

Driver Control System Thomas 100% 

Auxiliary Systems Mackenzie 100% 

Energy Storage System Felipe 50% 

Energy Storage System Mackenzie 50% 

Charging System Pamela 100% 

Design Costs Thomas 100% 

Installation Plan Mackenzie 50% 

Installation Plan Thomas 50% 

References Felipe 100% 

Sample Calculations Mackenzie 100% 

Specification Sheets Pamela 100% 

Solidworks and Engineering Diagrams Thomas 100% 

AutoCAD Electrical Diagram Mackenzie 100% 

Roles and Responsibilities Breakdown Thomas 100% 

Overall Formatting Felipe 25% 

Overall Formatting Pamela 25% 

Overall Formatting Mackenzie 25% 

Overall Formatting Thomas 25% 

 

 

 


